Virtual Leadership Development Skill Suite

DEVELOP
ESSENTIAL
SKILLS FOR
LEADING HYBRID
TEAMS

LEARN THE KEY SKILLS AND BEHAVIOURS NEEDED TO LEAD AND MANAGE HYBRID TEAMS
Elevate the potential of your team members with powerful coaching techniques, and communicate with authenticity and
empathy in order to inspire new ways of thinking in your direct reports. Each session can be delivered as a standalone
workshop, or combined into a programme, helping you learn strategies to increase employee engagement, build a climate
of trust and sustain long-term business success.
Coaching to Unleash Talent

Communicating with Impact

Develop your coaching capability to elevate the potential
of your team members.

Develop your flexibility to communicate with intent and
impact in any situation through an authentic, inspirational
and empathic approach.

Engaging Your People

Building a Climate of Trust

Grow your mindset and skillset to increase employee
engagement and motivation for achieving both strategic
business, and personal development goals.

Learn how to create trust in complex business
environments and develop comprehensive action plans to
drive business success.

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT OUR SUPPORT?

CareerExperts@right.com | +44 (0) 207 4696 660

LEAD TO ENCOURAGE EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORT IS TAILORED TO EACH INDIVIDUAL, AND PROVIDES PARTICIPANTS WITH ACTIONABLE TAKEAWAYS:
• COACHING TALENT - Gain an insight into your existing coaching and feedback skills and learn new competencies that
will improve your effectiveness as a coach.
• IMPACTFUL COMMUNICATION - Use the GEAR communication model for adaptable and impactful communication
with your team.
• IMPROVED EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT - Understand what motivates and engages each of your team members, and
help them to unleash their talent.
• BUILDING TRUST - Develop behaviours that accelerate trust and confidence within your team, learning what’s needed
to sustain long-term engagement.

WHY CHOOSE RIGHT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT?
With the skillsets of leaders under the microscope more than ever
before, the Virtual Leadership Development Skill Suite programme
will help managers create a work culture where coaching and
communication drive employee engagement, talent retention and
high performance.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN MORE?
Get in touch:
CareerExperts@right.com | +44 (0) 207 4696 660

Completely Virtual Delivery
Engage with your support from anywhere
in the world, enabling greater comfort and
flexibility in your learning.
Self-Directed Learning
Take a more proactive and autonomous
approach to your own development,
whether that be refining existing or learning
new skills and behaviours.

Talent Solutions combines our leading global offerings RPO, TAPFIN-MSP and Right Management to help
organizations address their complex workforce needs. Talent Solutions leverages our deep industry expertise
and understanding of what talent wants to provide end-to-end, data-driven capabilities across the talent lifecycle.
From talent attraction and acquisition to upskilling, development and retention, we provide seamless delivery,
leveraging best in breed technology, and extensive workforce insights across multiple countries at scale.
Right Management is our global talent management offering for outplacement, career management and leader
development solutions.

